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Lala Ramswaroop Ramnarayan Panchang is very popular in India, Nepal, and other parts of South
Asian countries. It is because the Panchang contains vast information on both Hindu festivals, as well

as common Hindu practices. For example, there are various Hindu fasts such as Harathmas and
Bhajat Goseb. There are monthly and yearly fasts. Many Hindus fast at the time of specific

Chaturmas, Shraddhaavati (Guru Purnima), Shiv-Shraddha (spring), Vrat aarogi or Lunar Nights, etc.
It also features a detailed description of chandrasutra and karmasutra, which are the Hindu

astrological instruments. It also contains detailed sastras (texts) along with descriptions of various
puja (prayers) such as Shatru, Nishkam, Mochan, Dashnami, Srivaishnava, Nimbarka, etc. Lala

Ramswaroop Ramnarayan Panchang also contains the time of the day when major Hindu festivals
will take place. This is something that most astrologers must have and as we all know, astrologers
can predict astrology with accuracy only if they are aware of the time of the day when the major

celebrations will take place. Besides this, there are information about Hindu New Year's, New Moon's,
Shravan Ashtami, Amavasya Ashtami, Kapila Tithi and so much more. The period of astrological

measurement of the Hindu calendar is lunar not solar or Gregorian as it begins from the day of birth
not the period of birth. As a result, the calendar is named as Panchang. Its name means five
attributes which include Tithi, Vara, Yoga, Nakshatra and Karana. The determination of these

attributes also form the base of panchangam (panchangam) and prediction of various astrological
events such as ditigur (one that fills with water), pratipada (festival of lightning), puja (rituals), vrata
(fast) and astika vrata (semi-fast). It is also important to know the Shubh Muhurat (auspicious timing)

to perform puja vidhi. In case the Shubh Muhurat for puja vidhi falls during the time of
Ashada/Shravan masa (month of Shravana), then puja cannot be performed. It can be performed
however during the hour of Hasta masa (passing of sun) after 32 days of starting of Ashada masa.
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And apart from Lala
Ramswaroop Calendar, you
can also download our Lala
Ramswaroop Almanac to
learn about the history of
the Hindu civilisation, the

Hindu Gods and Goddesses,
basic Hindu concepts like

Aagama or Varuna,
Vaikuntha or Vishnu's

abode, and other useful
information. Our

representatives of the Lala
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Ramswaroop Team have
made the hard work of

gathering and compiling all
the details about Hindu

festivals very easy for the
people. Once the team

receives the details about
the latest Hindu festival, all
they do is research it online

and then add the
information on our website.
They also make sure that
the details of the latest
festivals is continuously

updated according to the
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lunar calendar. We provide
all types of Hindu calendar
information online at our

Vedic astrology, astrology,
horoscope, tamoghna and
kundali section. Here you
will find the most popular

Hindu astrology,
horoscopes for Indian
astrologers, tamoghna
Hindu nakshatras and
kundalis. Hindus from

around the world use the
solar Hindu calendar for
weddings and auspicious
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occasions. On the other
hand, we, in India,

celebrate major Hindu
festivals based on the moon
as per the lunisolar Vikram
Samvat Calendar. However,
some experts believe that
the lunar Hindu festivals
are more significant in
certain regions in the

country. For instance, some
communities celebrate a
fast of either the lunar

month or the solar month.
To simplify the procedures,
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Hindu astrologers would
advise people to take both
the months into account. In

certain cases, these
festivals fall during different

lunar months. This is
usually done to adjust the
season, because the solar
Indian Calendar starts in
April and ends in March.

Hence, the Hindu festivals
and anniversaries fall

during different months of
the year. 5ec8ef588b
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